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admitting of rapid adjustment to another position. With heavy stamps two or more gibs are used. The ram always strikes the tappet a heavy blow, and this eonld be diminished by a change in its design, swh as thai proposed in .Bohr's cam (see p. 171). The weight of the tappet should no! exceed .12 to 15 per eent. of the total weight of the stamp.1 Adjustment of the tappet on the stamp-stem is required every few days to allow for the wear of the shoos and dies.
The. entire end surface oi the tappet comes in contact with the cam -face. by which the stamp is raised and, at the same time, rotated. The efl'ert of this is, that: the shoe does not strike the ore in the mortal1 in exactly the
the wear of its face is made more uniform. »Iaee durinu the raising of the stamp.
ie place twice in succession, an*
The greater part of the revolution lakes f—    ....................„_......   ...,...,.,
but the latter does not quite cease to rotate as it falls, and a slight grinding action on the ore has been noticed bv many observers. Tin* amount of rotation varies with the fall the extent to which the cam and tappet are greased, and the state of wear of their surfaces. A little grease is always added to reduce wear, but, if too much is present, the stump does not revoke at all, while, according to J. H. Hammond, when the tappet is in tin* right condition, one revolution is effected in from four to eight blows, with a r» or 8-inch drop. Other observers iind the usual rate of rotation more rapid, and in (lilpin ('o., ('olorudo, where t he average drop is from 1<> to IS inches, the stamp makes from I \ to II rovolutionsut each blow, according t«> Kirkard. Tappets last for four or live years 1 and, having both ends alike, they can be reversed when om» end is worn out. and their worn and grooved face* can be planed down when necessary. Some milhncn assert that tappets may be broken by the rain il keyed too tightly to the stem.
As the cam-thrust is not applied at the r*«ntre of the stamp, there is always a considerable* side pressure, which great I v increases the friction m the guides and. wears out the latter, besides cau^ui'/ a loss of power. Moreover, another result of this is that the stamp tends to be inclined (not vertical)
when it is released, and so the blow on the die is given .slightly to one .side '/.«., the .side of the die on which the cam works, Consequently, then* i* a tendency for this side to wear down more quickly than the other. To obviut** thoHc, disadvantages, cams have been introduced at. Johannesburg with H wide hub, and the two blades sot one at each end of the hub, so that they work on opposite sides of the stamp and cause it to revolve in different direct jniix at each .successive uplift.
The pulley on the cam-shaft (F, Fig. <>u) is wade of wood on ca.st-iroii or oast-stool centres, which are keyed to the ount-shuft : if iron alone won-used, the rapid succession of jars, caused by the dropping of flic .stumps, would soon cause the material to crystallise and break. A tightener pullev on the belt driving the cam-shaft is often used, by which the stamps can. bo put in 'motion or stopped without interfering with the driving power.
The stamp itself consists of three parts, the stern, the head or boss, and the, shoe. The xtrnt (<», Fig. f»0) is from 12 to IK feet long, and from 3 to.
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